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NCC : 

             The National Cadet Corps (NCC) is a governmental organization and a youth 

development movement. It has enormous potential for nation building. The NCC provides 

opportunities to the youth of the country for their all-round development with a sense of Duty, 

Commitment, Dedication, Discipline and Moral Values so that they become able leaders and 

useful citizens.  The NCC provides exposure to the cadets in a wide range of activities with a 

distinct emphasis on Social Services, Discipline and Adventure Training. The NCC is open to 

all regular students of schools and colleges on a voluntary basis. It also stresses the importance 

of Active volunteering .  

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NCC TRAININGS : 

                          Several training camps were conducted in NCC state wise and national wise to 

expose the exotic qualities of the NCC cadets . some of the camps are : 

➢ NIC 

➢ RDC 

➢ TSC 

➢ YEP 

➢ EBSB 

➢ ADVENTUROUS TRAINING 

➢ SPORTS CAMP 

➢ BASIC MILITARY TRAINING 

[drill,weapon training,map reading,physical 



training,obstacle training,social services,self 

development training] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                          

 

 

 

 

 MY NCC EXPERIENCE : 

                                                       The moment I’ve enrolled myself to be a part of NCC , I was 

completely out of my mind and thinking what a girl like me would contribute towards NCC and 

it’s activities. During my NCC selections, basic physical level was checked, many activities was 

taken place to boost our interests and finally personal interview was conducted to check our 

personality and other skills. After a week of rigorous selections , I was shocked to see my name 

in the shortlisted template. From that moment , I made up my mind to give my level best for the 

welfare of NCC and thereby enhacing the welfare of our society and our nation. 

 In the initial classes, we’ve got introduced to the basics to be known as an NCC cadet such that 

motto,cardinals,NCC song and how to behave in NCC and there’re so many in the list. 

Then rigorous NCC sessions were started gradually and we’ve started to get trained in our basic 

physicals to improve our stamina level in our body so that we can get trained in our drill sessions 

very much easier in the future. After that evening classes were arranged for drill training along 

with physicals. After that, soft skill sessions and self development training sessions were started 

simultaneously.  

This soft skill training was induced for our personality development, improvising our 

leadership skills and groom our inner self confidence and shaping our career. We’ve also 

conducted several rallys concering about social issues like water saving,tree planting, stoping 

child labour and trafficking and cleanliness which made us to realize our social 

responsibilities. We’ve also conducted online programmes on these social issues and thereby 



creating social awareness. We’ve implemented the things we learnt during our self development 

classes and finally fruitful results were obtained. 

And also, we’ve participated in governmental initiatives like SWACHH 

BHARAT,SWACHHATA PAKHWADA,FIT INDIA MOVEMENT and conducted webinar 

sessions and activities to enhace more knowledge on these areas. We’ve also been taught about 

the great military personnels who contributed a lot during their service and social fighters. It 

was a great motivation for us.  

Still, we’ve got a lot to learn and many things are left to be trained. But as of now, we’ve become 

a socially responsible person by involving in various social services and contributing our 

strength and ideas for further development. 

Finally, these much things can’t be done without unity and team spirit. And also at the same 

time, we’ve learned to be systematic and well disciplined in our traits and that’s the reason , we 

feel proud to be a part of NCC!  
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